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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Statement of the Problem,-The main goal of educators 

in all fields of education is helping children learn. Accord

ing to Hildebraiidt, the average person spends approximately 

"9 percent of a working day writing, 16 percent reading, 30 

percent speaking, and 45 percent of his da.y.listening. 01 

Listening is considered by many to be the orphan of education 

for it has become a forgotten art in the Twentieth Century. 2 

Because it can be developed through training, educators should 

be made aware of the importance of the art of listening. 

In past years, the educational sys tern of this cou.'1.try 

has not succeeded in developing listening skills to a high 

degree. One reason is because many educators fail to differ

entiate between hes.ring and listening~ Hearing is ttthe 

physical activity of assimilating sounds," while listening is 

"the intellectual activity applied to hearing,'*3 

Listening is an art, which is a skill in performance 

1 "We' re Poor Listeners, 11 Science Digest, :Pebruary l. 960, 
Inside Back Cover. 

2J. R. Komaiko, "Fine Art of Listening," ParEmt's 
~agazJne, August 1961, p. 40. 

3Joseph Domenic La Rosa, "A High School Curriculum for 
the Development ot.' Musicianship in Individual Orchestral 
Playerr;" (Fh.D, dissertation, University of Arizona, 1.966), 
pp. 171-172. 

1 
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acquired by study, .. experience, or observation. The art of 

listening is not something that can be acquired through do-it-
J 

yourself techniques. The ability to perform this skill well 

involves .more than just hearing or letting the sound waves 

enter passively into the ear. Listening is basically a mental 

skill, developed primarily through training and practice. 

This requires knowledge and effort from both the educator and 

the student. -for good listening is "an alive process, dema:(lding 

alert and active. participation."1 

Many fallacies have.arisen, hinderi~.,g the development 

of hearing and listening in children. Many people feel that 

a child __ is .. tone-deaf. if_ he cannot sing in tune. However, this

only proves that._ he cannot sing, not .. that he cannot hear. If 

he sings in tune. he has certainly shown that he hears well. 2 

.In essence, listening should and must be taught. The 

Suzuki philosophy that talent. is not inborn, but that every 

child can acquire skills -through experience and repetition, 

helps teach excellent listening ·habits. .. nFor the sake of our 

children, let us educate them from the.cradle to have a noble 

,mind,.a high sense of values .and splendid ability."3 

Justification of the Problem.-Listening is one of the 

main element·s through which learning takes place. Often, we 

1nominic A. Barbara, The Art of_ Lia;tening (Sprin.gfielcl, 
Illinois: Charles Co Thomas, 1958); p. 1. 

2Elizabeth Mills and Sr. Therese Cecile Murphy, eds., 
The_ Su~~sl .9o:O.!'.!fil?!.L.!It Introduc~i_on _t_9 a Su~c~s_s_:r:_~~ Metho9:. 
for Ea.rlLJ1USJ..C Education, with an lntroauc'·t!on by Masaakl. 
Hon.da(Berke'Iey;-c·alifornia.: Dia1llo Press .. :L973)w PP• :1.9-20. 

3shinichi Suzuki~ Nurtured by Love~ transQ Waltraud 
Suzuki (New York: Exposi tionPress ;-~t9"t.srr;· p.. 27 G 
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do not set a proper environment for the child until he is 

older. Suzuki states that listening "should be started at 

3 

1 birth" by listening to one composition, preferably from the 

Baroque period, many times each day. 1 

Children, through imitation, will learn both good and 

bad listening habits from their parents. If a child's parents· 

are good listeners, showing respect and interest for each 

other., the child. will then "come to sense the rightne_ss of 

having this give-and-take relationship. 112 

Another important aspect is the parent-child relation

ship. If the parents fail to listen to their child, he may 

seek another outlet for his emotions, or, worse, try to seal 

them inside.3 One of the reasons children have.trouble listen

ing is a lack of patience on the part. of tr~e parent0 Parents 

will often become bored listening to a record repeatedly, but 

this is how a child learns. "It is therefore a matter of 

patience and repetition. •. If this is done 

understand that ability breeds ability. 114 
• • ,we can well 

If a parent ls overprotective by demanding obedience 

and discipline, forcing the. child into submission, this parent-~ 

child relationship. is mJually ttexplosive. and tempestuous. "5 

Parents who expect excellence and perfection in their children" 

1Mills and Murphy, Su~uk.i Cq~t, p.. 12L. 

2KomaJ.ko, "Fine Art of L:tstening," p.. 78. 

3Ibid. 
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generally push them far beyond their abilities. The child 

rarely understands or appreciates what is being forced on him. 

In this environment, "a child's listening·abilities may be 

greatly disturbed."1 Research has determined that a relaxed 

atmosphere is more conducive to listening, 2 

The amount of help that each child needs will vary, 

therefore one must allow children to repeat as necessary. Do 

not rush theme "Repetition is·natural to intuitive learning. 

The.child instinctively repeats to reinforce the skill. He 

is taking great pleasure in learning. "3 . 

Significance o~ the Problem.-Of the four means of 

communication, lis·tening, speaking, reading,. a.n.d writing, 

listening is perhaps the most important, for it affects people 

of all ages. A child only one week old is startled by loud 

noises. At one month, he may perceive voices and music, while 

by four months he will.turn his head toward the noise. By 

nine months, he will · start to adjust to the spoken wor·d. By 

the time he starts his formal education, the values of this 

skill are obviouso 4 

Educators have presented two reasons for teaching 

children to listen more effectively. F'irst, listening is 

used freq_uently in the inforruation gathering :process, and 

1Barbara, Art of Li~!mt~, p. 104. 
? . • • d. 
~sam D'.Jkt1r, ed. r . Li_st~~J .. ,)~~a,_!·.?-!1.5.§:. 

Scarecrow Press, Incg, 19D6J,pe Jb, 
(New Yorki The 

3M1lls and Murphy, S!l~l~Jsi CQ,D£:~t ~ p .. 

J~, C •, o ,.,,".' 
B ~ 1"'b9.l'c. • 1': ..,,.,,. CYI_... L·1 <:1•,,;:,.,...·, y,r1· r · ·· 

lll,,4,,_, ';:.).,. Q.,, !~--.:;.~:J.h~,~.!,h.;~i, s..J• ~.;,qi 
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second, listening ability influences learning in. the other 

language arts. 1 Praise, motivation, directions, and explana-

tions by the.teacher are mainly vocal, requiring the class to 

listen. Children in the primary grades learn more by listen

ing than by reading. As the amount of learning increases, the. 

student in junior high school and senior high school -finds a 

"necessity for-careful. discriminating listening."2 
-

Although 

the amount of listening may decrease, the demand for a higher 

quality of listening increases. 

This need for quality ~istening continues into adult

hood, both in one's occupation and at home. Parents need t◊ 

be more accountable for the development of their children by 

listening more efficiently, for investigations have shown 

that most people listen poorly, and cannot remember even one 

quarter of what was heard. It has been proven that listening 

skills can be taught and improved through training and practice.3 

Parents need to remember that "all that a child knows he learns, 

and learning begins at birth with the infant• s first :-uov-ern.ent. 114 

Therefore, the devel.opm.ent of listening skills must begin at 

birth. 

lnuker, Listening: Readings, p. JJO 

2sam Duker, ed. , Teaching Listep.ir1g _in the Elementar~ 
School (Metuchen, New Jersey, The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1971), 
p. 46. 

3Komaiko, "Fine Art of Listening," p. 41. 

4Mills and Murphy, Suzuki Concept, p. 33, 
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Learning to listen can add tremendously to one's 

enjoyment of li:f'e, allowing one to experience "the symphonies 

of nature, the hum of industries, the cadence of speech and 

the glories of man-made music, drama, prose, and poetry."1 

Purpo~~ of thEL_~nvestiK~tion.-Any child is able to 

display highly superior abilities if the correct methods are 

used in training. 2 The ref ore, it. is important, for both the 

educator and parentr to understand the physical and psycholo

gical aspects of .this skill. The parents are responsible for 

training the children during the pre-school years, while the 

educators develop the sklll to higher degn~e during the child's 

formal education, 

In this investigation an.attempt is made to explain 

the psychological faculty of hearing, better known as listen•= 

ing, so that, through a better understandir..gti the reader can 

apply it to his own field of interest .. An example of its 

application to a specifi~ area of learning ·will be included"' 

sho-i,ing how listening ls developed through Talent Education, 

and how it leads to .the evolution of a philosophy of music 

education.. Information on the philosophy of 1.ralent Education" 

the goals of the philosophy, and how it is applied to teaching 

listening will be lncludc~d., Suggestions for tea~hers t•.nd 

parents, and motivational ideas for use in teach.ing lh;"tenir.g, 

will a.id in its application to the reader's S})i.:lCiJ"ic field of 

interest. 

http:inclUd.ed
http:understand.i.ng
http:ral.nJ.ng
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Method of Procedu~e.~In the past twenty years, a great 

increase in the study of listening, as a psychological faculty 

related to learning, has taken place. This information has 

given the writer the necessary background and in~ight i.11to 

the psychological aspects of listening, and into the different 

methods of developing that skill. 

Of great significance in this study were the observa~ 

tions and teaching experiences of the writer. The writer has. 

taught both traditional and Suzuki concepts of music education 

to students ranging from pre-school through adult, in both 

publiC? school and private teachlng situations. The wr·iter 

has also observed Shinichi Suzuki on two sepera:te occasions, 

discussing and demonstrating the importance of the art of 

listening in Talent Ed,1cation. 

Through research; observations, and teaching exper•~ 

iences, it has become apparent to the writer that listening 

skills need to be taught. as early as possibl.(! in the J:,ome, a.nd 

must be further developed in the scho0ls •. Listening can be 

considered the stepping stone of education and learning~ 



CHAPTER II 

SURVEY OF SELECTED LITERATURE 

The Ear Before Birth.-The internal ears are man's most 

complex sense organs. Three main parts of the ear, the exter-

nal, middle, and inner ear, function in the perception of sound. 1 

Although the development of the ear begins before the 

end of the first month of' pregnancy, it is doubtful that it is 

functional before the sixth month. During the fourth week of 

embryonic life, a small round vesicle will develop on either 

side of the embryonic head, near the brain. A very complex 

sequence of changes will take place in this vesicle during the 

next five months, until it becomes functional. When it is 

functional, it will have two distinct parts, "a balancing 

organ, with three slender semicircular canals, and a hearing 

organ, called a cochlea, which is a coiled tube. 112 

In the ear, (originally an organ .in animals for main

taining equilibrium) the semicircular canals, containing 

sensory cells, diff€'1remtiate during the third mon:th. 3 When 

the head of the fetus moves, causing movement of fluid in the 

1Margaret Gilbert, BiQ_gra.PJ-h~.o~ the UQ.12,Qr,11 (New York: 
Rapner Publishing Co., 196JJ, p. 10h 

2Ioid. 

3Arthur :m1m, !:ttr~1:2.J,2Jg;,.}'.: (Phila.dolphh:u ,J.B. Lippinccd;t 
Company, 1969),, pp. I00j~,i001+. 

8 
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canals, the sensory cells are stimulated. Nerve fibers then 

convey this stimulation to the brain. By the sixth month, 

the fetus will attempt to move the head and body, stimulating 

the nerves. However, full development of balancing will de

pend on the complete development of the muscles and brain, as 

well as experiences after the child is born. 1 The auditory 

sense is probably only partially functional at birth. The 

special sensory cells and nerves that respond to sound waves 

develop slowly. There is little proof that the human fetus 

responds to sounds before the seventh month. There is evidence, 

however, that during the last two months, the fetus can be 

startled by sounds coming through the mother's abdomen and the 

walls of the uterus. If the fetus does hear during these last 

two months, it probably hears uthe continuous rhythmic sound 

of its mother's heartbeat.u2 

Since the sensory cells and nerves of the inner ear 

are compietely developed_after six months, a child is fully 

equipped to begin learning auditory reactions immediately after 

birth. The actual discrimination of sounds that characterize 

man's sense of hearing ,.probably develop ·slowly during the 

first few months of independent life ... 3 

The A~~tomy ~{....!h.e Ear.-The ear consists of three main 

parts. The external ear in most mammals is equipped with a 

natural ear-trumpet, which is generally a hollow cone shape. 

2 
Ibid., P• 

3 Ibid.,, P• 

http:Al1~Q.my
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Turning the face to the direction of the sound will make weak 

sounds clearer. In man, this amplifier is poorly developed 

.. and has no real importance. Therefore, al though man can dis

tinguish a wide range of pitches, his ability to tell from 

which direction a sound is coming, is not highly developed. 

A short tube between the external ear and the middle ear leads 

to the eardrum, .which is a boundary seperating them. The hair 

and wax-secreting cells in this tube are.only a protective 
, 1 

device. for the .. eardrum •. 

The middle ear is a narrow chamber filled with air 

through which commu~ication with the mouth takes place. This 
, , 

is accomplished.by means of the eustachian tube, which is a 

duct between the two. This tube works like a onedway valve, 

When the pressure of the middle ear varies too much from the 

outside, the w~lls, which ~re usually pressed flat together, 

are pushed open to allow air to move one way or another, 

equalizing the pressure.· This slightly full feeling, which 

usually occurs with a change in altitude, only signifies a 

change of pressure in the middle ear. 2 

The walls in the middle ear, with the exception of 

three areas, are strong and bony. The largest of these areas 

is the eardrum. The remaining areas are the feDe~~ ovalis 

( oval window) and the ~~ 1:9t,gfl;~ ( round windo·w) • These 

delicate membranes separate the middle ear from the inner ear. 

The middle ear has three ossicles, or small boneso These bone~t 

1 Barbara P A.r~'..~~~;~,enb2g t p. 17 • 

2 Ibid~, P@ 18. 

http:accomplished.by
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forming a chain, are the malleus (hammer), incus (anvil), and 

: the stapes (stirrup). The stap}~S has its base in flexible 
I 

' 

contact with the fluid of the inner ear. When motion of the 

stapes takes place, the fluid in the inner ear stimulates the 

nerve endings in the cochlea, the actual hearing organ9 These 

nerves then send the message to the brain. 1 

The inner ear is a complex maze of passages embedded 

in bone and filled with a clear fluid. The only part of the 

inner ear that is involved with hearing is the cochlea, a 

narrow tapering tube,. ~bout.an inch long, which is coiled into 

a dwindling spiral, similar to the shell of a snail. 2 

The cochlea is divided into three sections by a parti

tion running allong its entire length. The sensitive endings 

of the ear nerves are located on this partition. These sense 

cells, stiff hairlike projections, are surrounded by nerve 

fiber endings, which are placed anatomically on an elastic 

membrane and over hung by a rigid shelf o When the fluid arou:nd 

this vibrates, the .membrane bounces up and clown, causing the 

sense cells to colli.de with this rigid shelfs This impact 

stimulates the cells, catu.dng them to S(md the impulse or m,:::c

sage along the nerve fibers, tothe brain. 3 

JiQLlhe F..ar_Funetion.!1• .;,,According to Ham, there are 

three main functions of the ear. These are hearingp the ____ .,..,,_.,...........,,.._ _____ _ 

2Ibid. t :p~ 19. 

3Ibid.,, P• 19. 
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orientation of the head in relation to gravitational forces, 

and overcoming iner·tia, which allows the body to balance 

itself. 1 

Before one hears a sound, the sound wave must travel 

a complex route through the ear. The process begins with the 

stimuli going through the air to the ear. The stimuli then 

enters the ear, causing the eardrum to vibrate •. This, in 

turn, transmits the vibrations to the fenestra ovalis. The 

fenestra ovalis is partly protective, for the malleus is 

jointed to the incus in such a way that if a violent jar, such 

·as a box on the ear occurs, the two become detached.. This 

prevents the shock from.passing into, and possibly damaging 

the more delicate parts of the ear. 2 

The inner ear is filled with a water fluide This 

causes a problem, for the properties of sound waves moving in 

water are very different from those travelling in airG The 

human ear, through a series of ear bones, attempts to cope 

with the problem of.transmitting sounds waves from air to water. 

The .ear bones act as levers, reducing the amplitude of the 

vibrations. At the same time, this concentrates the energy.of 

the vibrating eardrum into the fenestra ~' which is one

twentieth of the size of the eardrum. This causes the waves 

to become more ,rigorous. This then stimulates the nerve end

ings in the cochlea, which control pitch di:::crimina.tion.3 

--------
1003. 
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Pitch discriminatlon is controlled by the cochlea. 
i 

1.3 

1he diameter of the cochlea decreases at a steady rate from 
I 
I 
I 

one end to the other. Because the outside becomes smaller, the 

inside must decrease in the same proportion, which means the 

elastic membranes, which hold the sense cells, must also de

crease. If the membranes are different sizes, the amount of 

vibration of each will vary, causing each to be tuned to a 

different pitch. (For example, if one strikes a tuning fork 

near a piano, with the damper pedal down, the note from the 

tuning fork will sound from the piano, as a result of sensitive 

reverberations). 1 These pitches are then sent to the bra.in 

i . 1 2 v a nerve 1mpu ses. 

The ear, therefore, is a very sensitive and complicated 

instrument. When one hears a Stradivarius violin played wellp 

the sound waves are changed into an elect.rical impulse by the 

auditory nerve, and sent through the entire complex hearing 

apparatus. One then hears the beautiful mixture of sounds, 

much more exquisite than any man-made instrument can reproduc;;e• 

· · ·. · 1 ·t· "t 3 for man's ear has an astonishing acoustica sens:t 1.v:i Yo 

Any slight disorder, such as wax in the ear canal, or a cold, 

h • h . • h • 4 w ic causes .pressures, may 1mpa1r earrng. 

1Barbara, Art of ListenJ})g, p. 20. 

2Ibid., p. 20. 

3 Ibid. , p. 1 7. 

4rbtd. ~ P• 200 



CHAPTER III 

ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCES ON LISTENING 

Definitions of Listenin_g.-Webster defines listening as 

the "ability to pay attention" or "to hear with thoughtful 

attention • .,l. Hearing, on the other hand, is ~'the special 

sense by which noises and tones are received as stimuli."2 

What is thought of as the ability to listen in babies, 

is actually the ability to hear. When hearing is inadequate, 

"boredom, fatigue, and wandering attention or daydreaming are 

likely to replace good listening •• .3 

Jones feels that list~ning is a selective process in 

which sounds are communicated and received, critically inter

preted, and acted upon by a purposeful listener. 4 In order to 

critically interpret sounds, the listener must do more than 

be in the same room with the sounds. or listen partially while 

one's thoughts wander. To listen perceptively, one must focus 

one's whole attention 011 the sounds. One must observe the pat

terns that are formed, and must respond to the thoughts and 

1~bster:.:s Se~l... N~..Q.o~legj.a_i~- ~i_ct:io:qa.~, ( 1967) e 
s.v. 11 Listening. 11 

2 Ibid., s~v. "He8:ring. n 

3Duker, Lis~pilJ:&t_ Head:i.l}_g§_, p. 34. 

4 Ibid.. t p. 326 • 
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feelings from which they come. 1 The listener must focus his 

complete attention on the music to understand it. When a 

musician is asked to "listen," he must be actively involved 

in keen concentration and be aware of the sounds. for it is 

not enough to merely "hear" the music. 2 

The Role of the Listen~.-People often refer to them

selves or others as being a good listener. According to 

Stromer, a good listener is one who, in a "wide variety of 

dynamic social situations, malces use of every possible stimulus 

available to him," to "improve his own well-being and the in

tegration of his relationships to others in his env'iro:nment ... .3 

Many writers on music have tried to classify listening 

experiences on either the sensual. emotional, or intellectual 

levels. These levels are of no real ,ralue, because one tends 

to listen differently to different kinds of music, and, on dif

ferent occasions, one hears the same composition differe:ntly ~ 

The listeners goal should be, through training and. experience, 

to unite all three of tl11::se levels, so that.one can apprehend 

the sounds with all the joys of one's senses, the freshness o:f 
. . • ti 

one's emotions, and the powers of one's understanding. 

When one can completely understand a great composi

tion, one can grasp the moment of truth that gave it blrth. 

1Joseph Ma~hl~s, T~e EnjtJ)~f }\'I~~J,2 (New York: 
w. w. Norton & Compan:vr Inc., 19 3 , p. .J• 

2charles R~ Hoffer, The Unde:cstanding of h'iuf.d,c (Belmnnt, 
California c Wadsworth Publishing Company;- Inc. t 19b'7} ~ p. 21., 

3nuker ~ T,j,s.·!:_~ninp;: _B_(~q;d;ngs C p. 761:5. 

4Maehlis, I;;gi~'Tfient qf..ll.1~1~:i£., ppe J-l}. 

http:understandl.ng
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At this moment, one is equal to the master who wrote it, or 

at least equal to sit in his company. By understanding his 

message to us and his intention through perceptive listening, 

one learns how to enjoy music to the fullest extento 1 

The listener, in learning how to listen effectively, 

will discover the importance of a good musical environment. 

This musical environment should let his personality become part 

of the total recreative process. This will help give meanL'Ylg 

to the.combined efforts of the composer and performer, plus 

give an added dimension ~hrough enjoyment of the music as he 

understands it. Listening at times will need to be intense 

and continual, with the listener submitting to the demands of 

the music. The listener's responsibilities to himself are to 

listen intelligently, in a conscious and responsive manner. 

Also, through reading and discussion, the listener should try 

to gain insight into the composer's thoughts, ideas, and tech

niques.2 

In the end, the only way to understand the meaning of 

music is by listening to the sounds themselves. 3 Tolerance and 

open-mindedne.ss will help one interpret music a.s the composer 

had intended. An attitude of tolerance will give one 'the chance 

to learn and t~ discover that. it is better to be a student of 

music, than a judge. 4 After one has listened to a message or 

1Machlis, ;En.jqyrneni:,_Qf.. Musj.c. P• i.i,, 

2La Rosa, "High School .Curriculum, tf P• 176. 

3Machli s, ~njo;;~n.1.J?.f...!i~~gc ~ p ~ .S. 

4Hoffer, Understanding of Music_, p. 17. 

http:open-mindedne.ss
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composition, he should have an understanding of it. The only 

way to determine whether or not he understands, is to test 

him on his knowledge of it through responses to the stimulus 

message. "If this response can be considered a behavior 

change, then learning has occurred ... 1 

F_s~chological Aspects of Listening.-Only the deaf are 

able to experience complete silence. Sounds continually sur

round man, as he performs the wonder of listening almost 

unconsciously. 

Ramsdell described three psychological levels of hear~ 

ing. The first he calls the primitive level. At this level, 

one is aware of the sounds around hire, especially the noi.ses 

of the daily world. 'The second is the sig11al or warning level. 

This level utilizes certain types of auditory information, 

such as the ringing of a telephone, or a traffic policernan 

blowing his .whistle. The third. is the symbolic level. Ttiis 

is the level at which one understands language. 3 

The art of listening begins at birth, w1.th communica

tion between parent and child. This communioation should be 

the main unify:ln.g force in the healthy development of the 

individual's person.ali tye If emotional ties are solid at thitt 

age, the.child will be better equipped to communicate with the 
. . 4 

outside world in later years. 
-----·--·· ---· ..... ·--

2 ,.b.d 
.I. :t. .. , P• 34 • 

http:sigl1.al
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As a child becomes older, his neurological handling of 

sounds will increase in proportion with the complexity of the 

sounds. The amount of physical effort needed to listen to a 

pure tone is less than that needed to listen to the tone of a 

musical instrument. Hence, it is much easier to listen to one 

instrument than an orchestra. 1 

When a pattern of sound is so complex that one fails 

to be able to understand iti the memory becomes clogged, and 

one tends to become confused. Man, however, has the capacity 

to select only certain sounds out of the many which are con

tinually around him, giving specific attention to them. This 

se1ecti 'lte process, which one learns and performs, is done 

rapidly and with little thought. 2 

A childt by blocking out certain sounds, can be dis

obedient and yet relieve himself of feeling guilty about his 

disobedience. In the most severe cases, called hysterical 

deafness, a child actually will deafen himself to all or cer

tain specific sounds which have been associated, in his mind, 

with a former unpleasant experience.3 

Disturbed listeni.ng is bel1.ev-ed to lead to faulty 

personality development. Unless a child has an organic hear

ing defect, he possesses, at birth, the ability to listen 

effectiv-ely. Given a good environment, a child can develop 

normally and will fulfill his growth possibilities. Hi.s ability 

2 ·rb! d . . l • t p,. 
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to listen will grow proportionatly with his emotional freedom 

and experiences. Ha needs to know what he i.s, where he is 

going, and the nature of his relationship to others. 1 

A child who lacks sympathetic listeners is driven to 

passive indulgences, such as movies, television, radio or 

comic books. As he gets older, he faces new problems that will 

need attention, clarification, and proper guidance. If, at 

this important timer an adolescent is denied the sympathetic 

and understanding listening of his parents, personality prob

lems could result. If no one is there to listen to his 

. problems, he may find less desirable outlets for his emotions. 

Basically, a child is the result of his home environment. If 

conservation is restricted or limited, or there are strained 

relationships in the home, he is ''bound to suffer a traumatic 

effect as a consequence ... 2 

1-Barbara, Art of Listening, p.. 102. 
2 Ibid., P• 102. 



CHAPTER r-1 

APPLICATION TO TALENT EDUCATION 

_TI1e Philosophy of Talent Education.-Shinichi Suzuki, 

the founder of '11alent Education, believes that talent i.s not 

an accident of birth. Through proper training, one's abilities 

can be developed. Suzuki states that all children can acquire 

a high educational level if they are skillfully reared from 

the day they are born. His philosophy was initiated.by the-¢ 

observation that all Japanese children speak Japanese. Because 

they speak easily and fluently, he felt "there must be a secret, 

and this must be in the training."1 

The home environment forms the foundation of Talent 

Education·. Whether the environment is good or bad~ the newborn 

child will adapt to it in order to live. 2 It is important to 

place a child in the best environment from the cradle, train 
t 

him wi.th the proper method, and not forget that a "person who 

fails at five hundred times can succeed at five thousand t.imes." 3 

One's p~:-rsonali ty, ability, and ways of thinking and feeling 

are for~ed and mol~:ed by circumstances and environment e 
4 

1suzuki _ Nu,~t1,1re.stJ'.!.Y Lo_ve ,' p& 11. 

2 Ib·•d '7• ·'" • f p * 

31bid., P• 6h~ 

L~Ibid .. , P• 1H. 

20 
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Suzuki believes you must first educate the mind before 

you teach a skill to a child. After the mind is educated, the 

skill is taught by means of repetition and imitation of the 

parents, just as the child learned his native language. He 

feels this is the right and natural method. It one starts 

children learning through the use of a game, the children will 

continue learning, on their own, letting the idea of enjoyrnent 

lead them in the proper direction. This is the way all children 

should be educated. 1 

The philosophy of Talent Education is centered a.round4 

love for one's fellow man. Suzuki's goal of creating good 

citizens and teaching children to get a "beautiful heart," 

demonstrates his love for all people. 2 

often believe that their children have no talent if they dis

play no great ability when they are young~ Many parents have 

been misled by the statem~nt 11 she is a born musician." What 

a person will become depends on his first stage of deV'elopment. 

One's future fate and skill in later life will be determined 

by training received at this time of life~ 3 

The main principle in the development of listening 

in Talent Education is that it.should parallel the way the 

native language (mother tongue) was acquired .. All children 

learn the:tr mother tongue without formal schooling, text, or 

1 Suzuld 11 NY:.I:1\tl:~SL)?X.~, p. 108 ~ 
2rbide, J)o 118. 
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classroom. Yet. children intuitively recognize and later re-

produce these "delicate 11uances of spoken language • .,! Suzuki 

believes, and has shown through his teachings, that a young 

child can develop a highly discriminating musical ear in this 

same way. 2 

. Repetition is necessary in music listening just as it 

is in the learning of one's native language. 3 A child should 

b . - - . Lt e expoaed to music each day as a type of "musical bath."' 

If the music he hears is of high quality, and the same compo

sition is used each day, he will begin to develop an ear for 

the music.5 It can safely be predicted that his ear for music 

will "develop in direct proportion to the num·ber of times that 

the piece is heard,"6 Even though a child is doing something 

else in the room at the same time, he will unconsciously ab

sorb the music plased, making it part of his personal ability. 7 

Suzuki states that a young child's progress will be "directly 

dependent upon the amount -of listening he does, 08 for thi.t~ 

listening will help motivate him to want to play -the music that 

is heard. 

1starr, Suzuld Vio1in~st~, P• 7. 
2 Ibid., P• 7,, 

Jibid. •, P~ 7 • 

~MS.lls and Murphy, su~9ld Concept~ p. 18. 

5 Ibid ~ ~ p • 18 , 

13. 

13. 
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The two most important factors in dealing with Talent 

Education are helping the child develop an ear for music, and 

thoroughly mastering every step from the very beginning. 1 

In Talent Education the mother is given lessons before 

the child is taught to play, She is taught one composition, 

so that she can be a better teacher at home. Initially, the 

child watches the parent play and listens to the record at 

home@ Children are really educated in the home. Therefore, 

it is important for the parent to learn before the child, be

cause the child learns by imitating the parent. 2 

If the child is going to learn how to play, he must 

:first learn how to listen and hear each note accurately, allow

ing him to play by ear. The best place for this is in the home. 

If a parent shows interest, playing and listening to music, the 

child will also.3 It must be remembered that playing by ear 

is not i~tended to be a final goal. It is only a begim1ingi 

forming the foundation needed for a musical education. 4 

A musical ear, therefore, can be acquired by listening! 

The earlier it is taught, the more usefu~ and productive it 

will become. · An ear for music is not inrJ.ate. "It is a human 

aptitude that can only be developed through listening."5 

1•,tr • ""1 , li" l S · 1 . C ~ fol.J. s ana 1vn.1rp 1.y e m-c,tt~?..:b p • 

2suzuki, JjE3:.t~red_hJ&v~, P• 106. 

JMills and W!urphyt ,§,EZtt~i Conce1,,:.½, p. 

4rt' , , 1.a • r P• 12lj,e 

5r .d Ol. • r p .. 12e 

12. 
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Teaching Ideas and Methods for Dev~loping Listening 

in Talent Educa:g..Q.!!.~In Talent Education, the parents and 

teachers are responsible for teaching listening, utilizing 

repetition and various motivational methods and ideas, 

It is the teacher's responsibility to help the student 

become a good .listener. making sure good habits are established. 

It is important for the teacher to know the background of his 

students, because of the importance of the home envirof!Jnen.t. 

He must also know the material being presented, and what the 

students will learn from these materials~ 1 

Group lessons are very important for motivation of the 

students, and should be held bi-monthly or monthly. Listening 

to others in group lessons is important because they will not 

only hear the large sound of' a group of violins, but will also 

see and hear performances of compositions they will learn to 

play in the future. 2 The teacher, through his actions and 

attitudes, should provide.the students with an example of an 
., 

interested listener.J 

There are many physical factors w~ich should. be con

sidered before one starts to teach. A teachel" should make sure 

the children are seated in such a way that it will promote 

attention S.n lis"teni.ng. If the temperature of the room is too 

1Robert Evans Nye and Vernice Trousdale Nye, Music in 
~.h~ Elementar;g.,_S,e.hgols (Englewo~d Cliff's, New' Jersey-~ --PreriTice 
Hall, Inc., 1904)~ p. 241. 

2starr, §1:!-~'!Jfj_ __ y~.q,~-il.1!1!!~ P• 61.!·e 

http:Soho2,.18
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jhot or cold, or there is inadequate lighting, the ability to 

listen will decrease, because the student is influenced by 

other things. It will also be helpful to try to stop compet

ing noises as much as possible, and to remove all interest

catching articles that are in the room. This will reduce the 
1 a,mount of distractions during the lesson •. 

Another aspect ot careful teacher planning is to keep 

the vocabulary at the level of the listener. New words, both 

descriptive and musical, should be written on a blackboard 

and/or discussed and explained when necessary. Many times, 

teaching a new word is a good motivational device. 2 

Another motivational technique is asking specific 

questions aboµt the music. Also, the teacher may suggest that 

a student listen more carefully, or just listen more, in order 

to solve a certain proble~.3 · 

The parents .and teacher have an equally important role 

in teaching children to 1-isten. Because the parent was the 

first to play in le:Jsons, he knows all the basic techniques 

before the .child begins to play. If the parent hears the record

ing of the literature to be learned each day, along with his· 

child, his role of assistant teacher will be much easier. 

He will know exactly how the piece should sound and can help 

his child when a note is played incorrectly. 4 

1Nye and Nye, Music in the Elementg~ ~ch2.£1, p. 246. 

2Ibid., P• 2l.f7 • 

Jibid., P• 248~ 
i:J, 
·star.r:, §~~Jr~-Y~9..J.:..$:n;.2!~, p. 8. 
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Parents are in an excellent position to do remedial 

work at home, stopping poor habits before they become sex·ious 

problems. Daily listening of the study record, plus any 

other good recordings will aid in the child's development. 

Recitals are also an excellent motivational device. The pa-•· 

rent and child need to become a musical unit, working together. 1 

Parents need to establish a daily practice schedule, 

helping the development of discipline. A small child's inter

est and involvement depend on the parent. If parents are 

creative, making practice interesting and helpful, the child 

will learn much more easily. 2 . 

Parents can demonstrate the importance of listening 

by doing what they ask of their child. Also, it will help a 

parent if he gears the conversation to the level of the child. 

Do not mumble or exaggerate. Teach your child through the use 

of games, for learning through games makes education fun. 3 

Suzuki feels a child's musical education should start 

immediately after birth, with the child hearing repeated play

ings of a single selection .. It is not enough to leave the 

classical FM station on, for repetition in listening is impor

tant.4 Suzuki warns that a child does not get tired, of a 

recording he hears many times, for a young child loves familiar 

1Elizabeth Mills, ed., In_j;he Suzuki .§!Y.1~ (Berkeley, 
California~ Diablo PresB, Inc. t 197~ 45. 

2 .,b.d 
.l J. ., P• /.i,Q • 
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sounds. If a child hears a parent complain about the repeti

tion, he may take this same attitude, and the musical training 

may be slowed down. 1 

. Repetition in hearing also helps in th.e understanding 

of a composition. The more familiar one becomes with a work, 

the easier it is to remember patterns of melody, harmony, and 

rhythm. Thus, by musical memory, one will be able to predict 

new musical passages better. one can 

reach a more.satisfactory level of understanding$ 2 

Suzuki believes a child's ear will be well trained by 

listening. Listening also motivates the child, creating the 

desire to play the music he hears. Also, through llstening, 

the student can memorize music more easily f and can focus moI.~e 

attention on the problems of playing the instrument. Note 

reading, or trying to. guess what the :next note is, is destract

ing to students •. Developing musical memory and performing 

wi·thout notes, which is d·eveloped through repeated listenin.g, 

is important for the student.3 

There are many keys to motivation within the Suzuki 

method i tself.e The standa.rdized repetoire .motivates students 

to work harder in order to get to a composition many pages 

ahead. At".othe:::- importa11t aspect is listening to other students' 

lessons. A student learns from another s"tudent, as he watches 

1s·t~rr· ~t"~u]rJ" ''~ol;ni 0 ~ ~ t.l, , J ~; .IL, \. • ~ ~·~,:;;,!;.'...,.,~ 9 J;;' • 8. 

2Hof±"er, Understa11~~9Jg of. Music~ P• 23. 
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the teacher working with someone else. In the ideal environ

ment, whole families will plan to attend concerts together and 

share each other's interest in the development of their musical 

abilities. 1 

Teaching through the use of games is important in the 

Suzuki method. Suzuki teachers and parents throughout the 

world have created many useful games. Several games enjoyed 

by all students are clapping rhythms along with the piano, 

shaking left hands on all open strings when playing 'l'winkle_._ 

Twinkle,_Little Star, and playing the song that begins with 

the rhythm the teacher has tapped. 2 

When people observe Suzuki training for the first 

time, many assume there will be few intonation problems be

cause of the heavy emphasis on li.stening in rote learning. 

Also, the use of tapes on the fingerboard should E::llmi:nate 

problems in intonation. Luckily, there 5.s "some truth in this 

assumption. ,/3 

T~pes a.re an important visual ald in the learning of 

correct finger placement. However, if pitc:h is S<:?ltl~m men

tioned during- a lesson, the student may begin to rely on the 

tapes for finger placement:, not listening to his ov,n playing .. L~ 

The ear will tell the flnger wh,ere it should be placed .. 

Motor m.emory • also· 1rnown a.s a kinesthic r;cnsa, w.ill tell the 

') 

.J Ibid • 9 p • 12 8 • 

4 
Ibi.d ~, P• 128 .. 
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finger where to go after many repetitions. Motor memory will 

be acquired naturally.as the child learns. The teacher can 

help develop this motor skill through the use of games intended 

to teach children where the pitches on the fingerboard are 

located, without first .. hearing the pitch. 1 

Some children appear to.have a direct. line from their 

ear to their finger. In these children, finger adjustments are 

made ir~~ediately when they play a note that is not in tune. 

But if a child is unable to do this right away, it is incorrect 

to assume that his hearing is beyond help. Often the child 

will not hear what.he is doing because he is absorbed with 

performing the compositiono 2 

The first step in learning to play in tune. is· knowing 

how the pitches should sound. Listening to the study record 

helps develop an aural image of the pitch, but .teachers and 

parents afSO need to encourage and help the child in learning 

pi toh :perception. It is helpful if the teacher can make prrrn

tiee ·tapes so the. student can play along at home, matching 

each pitch in a difficult passage at a slower tempo. 3 

Suzuki begins teaching intonation with octave matching. 

He uses the pitches that are an octave above the open strings 
' 4 

because they are 'the most resonant tones. 

1starr* Suzuki v· 1 · · t 10 '..Lll!!L:,, P• 13l. 

2Ibid., P• 128. 

3Ibid. • Pe 128~ 

4Ibid., p, ~.28. 
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Listening to the reference record is important through

out the training of the child. The·record is not only an example 

for intonation, but also for style, tone, and techniques such 

as vibrato. 1 If one.does not develop the habit of listening 

to his own sound, he will not develop a discriminating ear, 

and the exercises will not help him improve. This disc.rimina

tion can also be .developed through.listening to great artists, 

noticing, for example, how they use vibrato for expression in 

the performance of different literature. 2 

Listening provides the foundation for all musical areas. 

To be a good listener, one must not only know how to listen, 

but one must actually do it.3 In Talent Education, listening 

should be.done in a spirit of love. and enjoyment. If these two 

elements are not present, good listening probably will not occur. 

1starr, Suzuki Violinist, p. 8. 
2 Ibid., P• 132. 

3nuker, Listening: Readings, P• 210. 



CHAPTER V 

SUJYIMARY AND RECOMENDATIONS 

Good listening should be a goal of both the individual 

and society, in all areas of education. Everyone's ability to 

listen needs to be developed to its fullest potential. Listen

ing is not an inborn talent, but is something one needs to be 

taught. Therefore, it is important to distinguish listening 

from hearing. 

Listening is controlled by our environment, trainh1g, 

and use. Since one is able to h~ar befoi:-e birth, lt is impor

tant that the education be started during the pre-school yea.rs. 

Listening must be don.eon a daily basis, in an environment 

conducivse to learninge 

.An underst:andin.g of the process of hearing is needed 

before one can fully comprehend the listening possibilities 

of all individuals. As a pa,re:nt or teaclun', this will aid 

in und&rstanding the needs of childron, and help one to be 

more sensitive to their needso People often teaoh children. 

to tune out sounds the;y do not want to hear~ It becomes 

necessary at times, for the sake of mental sta1:,ili ty, to ig

nore sounds, such as a loud radio, and to tune cut unwantt';d 

noim;i •1 Parents will often CRll for thr,:ir i::h1ldren t:tn~ee or 

them, 
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They are teaching them poor listening habits by trnr1ecessarily 

repeating a message over and over. The chlld, knowi.ng it will 

be repeated, will ignore the message at· first, and will listen 

later. 

A warm personal relationship between the parent, teacher, 

and child, along with enthusiasm, are needed to motivate stu

dents to become better listeners. The attitude of an adult 

will directly influence a child. If an adult complains or 

becomes bored with what he is teaching, the child will learn 

the same attitude. 

A good method of instruction is essential.to teaching 

the skills of listening. Talent Education has proven success

ful in teaching listening through instruction in violine viola, 

cello, bass, flute, and piano. In Japan and Canada, the method 

is being used in many other areas of education, such as math 

and foreign language. The skills that are being taught are 

only as good as the teacher's ability to teach them. A stu

dent's success or failure will depend on the teacher's ability 

to teach the skill, within the given environment. 

The need for developing better listening skills in all 

children is something which parents, teachers, and administra

tors should be made aware. There is a need for teaching better 

listening to both adults and children in schools, community, 

and the home. By listening better, one can help educate one's 

children in all areas of education. 

In essence, listening is the foundation for a better 

education for all people, both child and adult. The listening 

potential for all individuals can be developed through training, 

to benefit both the individual and all. of mankind. 

http:essential.to
http:knowi.ng


APPENDIX 

The following games and motivational ideas have been 

used successfully, by many teachers, to aid in the teaching 

of better listening, 

1. The children stand in place and clap rhythms along with 
-1-\.. • 
1.,u8 pl.a.no• 

2. The children stand in place, moving arms up and down in 
"T'ninkle" rhythrru:.;, as they are played on the piano. 

3 •. The children march in place to the rhythm of the piano, 
allowing the arms to swing freely., 

4. The children face off in pairs, playing one of the varia
tions of "'.twinkle," and shake left hands on all of the 
open-string notes. 

5. Play the Suzuki record and have the students guess· the 
name of the piece, or the finger it starts on. 

6. Have the children pretend to play along with the record. 
One can then concentrate on bowing, arm position, bow 
angle, or finger shapes. 

'7. Have a. student clap a rhythm and another clap it back, 
maintaining the tempo. · 

8, After the song to be played is decided upon, divide the 
class int.a two SE:.;ci;ionc ~ Then on the clap of a hand, have 
the melody· change from one side to anothcfc* -

9. The teacher starts pla.ying a piece vd thout naming it. The 
students join in as soon as they recogni~e the piece. 

10. The teacher starts in the middle of a piece, with the 
studen-ts joining ln as quickly as possible. 

11. The children close their ey·es while the teacher plays a 
0 11winkle 1' rhythm. A child then pla:vs it 'back, using the 
same rhythm and pitch~ 

e 

to the pattern it: is 
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13. The teacher assigns a note to ea.ch student. The class 
plays a piece, with each student playing only his note. 

14. Have the students keep a diary of sounds heard during a 
trip, or during a week, to determine how well they listen. 

15. Have the children practice hearing and rememberi.ng verbal 
orders. 'rhe teacher can call out numbers, such as 573, 
2974, 99110. 

16. Have the children act out verbal orders, such as "raise 
your left foot," or "touch your nose." This can be done 
with ."Suzuki says .. or "Simon says." 

17. The teacher claps a rhythm and the students, upon recog
nition of the piece, play it. 

18. The teacher plays a deliberate out-of-tune note in a song, 
and the children call out each time it is played. 

19. Tape a concert at home and send it to a grandparent. 

20. Play "Follow the Leader" while playing. 
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